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In our earlier paper we gave a sharp lower-bound estimate for the cardinality of
hA=A+ } } } +A (A being a finite set of integers). It appears that certain applica-
tions require this estimate to be generalized for the case of distinct summands.
Below we obtain such a generalization by estimating the cardinality of A1+ } } } Ah
(Ai being distinct finite sets of integers).  1997 Academic Press
In the present paper, we prove the following theorem, generalizing both
[4, Theorem 1] and [5, Theorem 2].
Theorem. Let A1 , ..., Ah[0; l] be nonempty sets of integers, and
assume that 0, l # Ah and gcd(Ah)=1. For i=1, ..., h define
ni={ |Ai |,|Ai |&1,
if either 0  Ai , or l  Ai ,
if 0, l # Ai .
Then
|A1+ } } } +Ah |&|A1+ } } } +Ah&1 |min[l, n1+ } } } +nh&h+1].
Let A[0; l] be a set of integers of the cardinality n2 and satisfying
0, l # A, gcd(A)=1. For h1 , h21 define h=h1+h2 and write
Ai={A,l&A,
if 1ih1 ,
if h1<ih.
Then evidently |h1A&h2A|=|A1+ } } } +Ah |, and using induction exactly
in the same way as in [4], one can derive the following corollary.
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Corollary. Let A, h1 , h2 satisfy the assumptions above, and let k1 be
the integer satisfying
k(n&2)+1l(k+1)(n&2)+1
(thus, k characterizes the density of A). Then
|h1A&h2A|{Bh(n),Bk(n)+(h&k) l,
if hk,
if hk,
where
Bh(n)=
h(h+1)
2
(n&2)+h+1.
Proof of the theorem. The proof follows that of [4, Theorem 1] with
certain modifications. If |Ah |=2 then clearly l=1, n1= } } } =nh=1, and
the assertion holds trivially; therefore, we assume below |Ah |3, which
means nh2.
Notation. For C/Z, let C be the image of C under the canonical
homomorphism Z  Zl onto the group of residue classes modulo l ; thus
|A i |=ni (i=1, ..., h) and 0 # A h . Also, the image of an integer c will be
denoted by c .
For brevity, we write Sh&1=A1+ } } } +Ah&1 and Sh=A1+ } } } +Ah .
By H we denote the period of the set S h , that is the set of all those residue
classes c which satisfy S h+c =S h . Evidently, HZl is a subgroup, S h is a
union of certain H-cosets, and the relation H=Zl is equivalent to S h=Zl .
The case H=Zl . We show that in this case in each class c # Zl there
exists an integer c # Sh"Sh&1 , and therefore
|Sh ||Sh&1 |+l.
Indeed, such an integer obviously exists if c  S h&1 (since c # Zl=S h , thus
c has an origin in Sh). And if c # S h&1 , then choose c=c0+l, where c0 is
the maximal element of Sh&1 from the class c . Since c0 # Sh&1 , l # Ah one
has c # Sh .
In what follows we assume H{Zl . Observe, that this implies
S h&1+H{S h , (1)
since otherwise we would have
S h&1+H=(S h&1+H )+A h ,
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and, hence, A h should lie in the subgroup of all those c satisfying
S h&1+H=(S h&1+H )+c .
This subgroup must therefore be the whole Zl (as in view of gcd(Ah)=1 the
only subgroup of Zl containing Ah is Zl itself); thus S h=S h&1+H=Z l , and
so H=Zl  a contradiction.
Estimating *[c # Sh | c # S h&1]. Since 0 # Ah , we have Sh&1Sh ;
besides, as above, in each residue class c # S h&1 there exists an integer
c # Sh"Sh&1. Therefore
*[c # Sh | c # S h&1 ]|Sh&1 |+|S h&1 |. (2)
Estimating *[c # Sh | c # (S h&1+H )"S h&1]. Since S h&1+HS h , in
each class c # S h&1+H there exists an integer c # Sh , and thus
*[c # Sh | c # (S h&1+H )"S h&1]|(S h&1+H )"S h&1 |
=|S h&1+H |&|S h&1 |. (3)
Estimating *[c # Sh | c # S h"(S h&1+H )]. Since in each residue class
c # S h"(S h&1+H ) there exists an integer c # Sh , we have:
*[c # Sh | c # S h"(S h&1+H )]|S h"(S h&1+H )|
=|S h |&|S h&1+H |.
In case |S h |n1+ } } } +nh&(h&1) this immediately yields
*[c # Sh | c # S h"(S h&1+H )]n1+ } } } +nh&(h&1)&|S h&1+H |. (4)
We prove that this latter estimate holds true also in the case
|S h |n1+ } } } +nh&(h&1). (5)
The set S h"(S h&1+H) is a union of certain H-cosets of the form
c +H, c =a 1+ } } } +a h ; ai # Ai"[0, l].
Let Ai=[a # Ai | a # a i+H] (i=1, ..., h), so that A i=(a i+H ) & A i . Then
|Ai |=|A i |=|H |&|(a i+H )"A i |
|H |&|(A i+H )"A i |
=|A i |+|H |&|A i+H |.
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Evidently A1+ } } } +Ah is mapped into c +H, and thus the total number
of preimages of c +H in Sh is at least
|A1+ } } } +Ah ||A1 |+ } } } +|Ah |&(h&1)
 :
h
i=1
ni+h |H |& :
h
i=1
|A i+H |&(h&1). (6)
Denote the right-hand side of (6) by K. By the theorem of Kneser on set
addition in abelian groups (see [2, 3])
|S h | :
h
i=1
|A i+H |&(h&1) |H |,
which together with (5) gives
:
h
i=1
ni&(h&1) :
h
i=1
|A i+H |&(h&1) |H |,
:
h
i=1
ni+h |H |& :
h
i=1
|A i+H |&(h&1)|H |,
that is K|H |.
The number of H-cosets in S h"(S h&1+H ) is N|H |, where N=
|S h |&|S h&1+H ||H | (by (1)) and, therefore,
*[c # Sh | c # S h"(S h&1+H )]KN|H |
=(K&|H | )(N&|H | )|H |+K+N&|H |K+N&|H |
= :
h
i=1
ni+(h&1) |H |& :
h
i=1
|A i+H |&(h&1)+|S h |&|S h&1+H |
= :
h
i=1
ni&(h&1)&|S h&1+H |+\ |S h |& :
h
i=1
|A i+H |+(h&1) |H |+
 :
h
i=1
ni&(h&1)&|S h&1+H |
(we use here Kesner’s theorem once again). Thus (4) is proved.
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Completion of the proof. Summing up (2), (3), and (4), we obtain
|Sh |( |Sh&1 |+|S h&1 | )+(|S h&1+H |&|S h&1 |)
+\ :
h
i=1
ni&(h&1)&|S h&1+H |+
=|Sh&1 |+n1+ } } } +nk&h+1. K
Note added in proof. In [4], as an application of [4, Corollary 1], we proved a result
concerning the linear Diophantine problem of Frobenius. When the paper was already in
press, the author was informed that this result was obtained a few years earlier by J. Dixmier
(see [1]), whom we completely credit for it.
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